Bill Hancock’s

Rubber Water Pump Impellers
When a rubber impeller is installed in the water
pump, its impeller blades are bent, some quite severely.
As long as the engine is running, there are few adverse
effects. If the engine is not used for long periods, the
blades may remain bent over and may not spring back
and regain their original form, which will render the
pump useless. Further, the blades will eventually break
off and the small rubber pieces will travel through the
engine where they may plug small critical passages in
the cylinder heads and engine block.
If you plug these small passages, coolant is
prevented from flowing to certain critical areas which
creates a hot spot in the combustion chamber, often
leading to pre-ignition
or detonation. Short of
completely disassembling
the engine, it is virtually
impossible to verify that these
tiny passages are not plugged.
Therefore, get in the habit
Fig1- Damaged rubber
of routinely replacing your
impeller. The tips of the
blades are worn and big
impeller before it becomes
chunks are missing
worn out and damaged.
If you choose to wait
until there is an overheating
problem before you try to
fix it, you are tempting fate.
Here’s how that works: We
monitor water temperature
with a small sensor placed in
Fig. 2- Used impeller
showing blades which
the cooling system, typically
have lost their flexibility
located at the point of highest
and taken a permanent
set. Notice the wear on
temperature. The sensor relies
the ends.
on the water surrounding it
and transferring heat to it. If there is no water being
pumped through the engine, soon the temperature
starts to rise, steam forms which expands and pushes
out the water left in the block, leaving the sensor
high and dry. Without the water covering it and
transferring heat while swirling around it, the sensor
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now indicates a much lower temperature, when in fact
just the opposite is true.
If you are monitoring your gages, you will
probably not notice the change until it is too late. By
then, the engine starts to smell hot and things start to
melt. It is much easier to replace your rubber impeller
regularly and enjoy trouble free boating, as opposed to
sitting out a season while your engine is being rebuilt.
TIP-When you walk past your boat every few
weeks, make it a habit to reach in and quickly activate
the starter. DO NOT START THE ENGINE, but
rather bump the engine over. What this does is cause
the water pump to rotate slightly and change the
position of the impeller, so the severely bent impeller
blades have a chance to relax, and a new group get
bent. If you do this every few weeks, it will help to
ensure longer life from your impeller. Left in position
over a long period of time, the blades tend to take a
permanent set and never recover. This reduces the
efficiency of your pump and causes blade damage.
During normal operation, the water pump
impeller relies on water to act as a lubricant to prevent
friction and overheating. If you start the engine
without water running to the pump, the pump will
run on dry surfaces and very quickly heat up and
the rubber impeller will be
damaged. Therefore, never start
and run your engine unless
your boat is in the water or
an external water source is
available to feed the pump.
Fig 3-A brand new
Never hook a garden hose
impeller with new soft
directly to the intake of the
straight blades which
have not taken a set.
engine. Water coming out of
the typical garden hose is at a far greater pressure than
the engine is capable of containing, severe damage
will result. Create a reservoir and let your engine draw
only what it needs. This prevents over-pressurizing the
system and at the same time verifies that the pump is
working properly.

